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Abstract
The aim of this paper is to show the application of Failure Mode Effect Analysis (FMEA) for efficient and cost-effective manufacturing.
Companies need better economic gains from enhanced production, but downtime affects this paradigm. Bair Dar Textile Share Company
(BDTSC) is no exception. The looming section of the case company faces on average 38.69% of downtime from the total production time
which highly affects its production performance, and thus profitability. The research tries to show the economic gain from the reduced high
downtime in the case company by taking the advantages of Failure Mode Effect Analysis (FMEA). As a result FMEA, failure modes,
cause, and their effects on the specific section of the company were identified and prioritized using their Risk Priority Numbers (RPN). By
taking the FMEA on the looming process machines and focusing on the vital few 20% causes of the identified failure modes, the findings
of the research show that the company can decrease the total downtime from its 178 loom machines by 299.04hrs/day. As a result, the
company can save downtime that can produce 1,672.82 meters of fabric/cloth and enhance its performance by 4.18%. This downtime
reduction in turn results in a daily profit of38,220.56 ETB(Ethiopian Birr) or 11,466,168.00 ETB annually.

Keywords: Downtime; Failure mode effect analysis; Cost-effective; Manufacturing.
1. Introduction
downtime, the section loses a production of 25,012.3
meters/day that can earn a profit of 571,481.03 ETB/day
to the company.

It is long years ago that manufacturing firms were in
search of a method to identify every possible failure
during a process and developed FMEA (Mhetre and et.al,
2012). It is a step by step and systematic process for
identifying potential failures before they occur, with the
aim to eliminate or minimize the risk associated with the
failures identified (Mhetre et.al, 2012, Ambekar and et.al,
2013). Carl S. Carlson (2012) also articulated an advice
that FMEA should be the guide to the development of a
complete set of actions that will reduce risk associated
with the system, subsystem, and component or
manufacturing/assembly process to an acceptable level.
As one of the core production sections of the company,
the weaving section at Bahir Dar Textile Share company
experiences very high downtime and this study will focus
on the FMEA application in the weaving process line to
identify the modes of the failures, their causes and effect
and show the economic impact of reducing the high
downtime through the application of robust FMEA.

3. Objective
The objective of the study is to reduce the downtime of
the case company through the application of robust
FMEA as a major cost effective tool and to enhance the
profitability of the case company.
4. Methodology
The primary data were collected from the case company
through observations including recordings, measurements
and discussions with line managers and operators. To get
relevant secondary data, the documentations of the
company, with special focus to weaving section, were
critically assessed. Finally, FMEA was applied as a
problem solving tool to analyze the collected data. In
addition, cause-effect diagram and Pareto analysis were
among the supporting analysis methods applied in this
research. After FMEA was conducted and tabulated and
the failure modes were identified and prioritized, the
downtime observation continued with the respective
causes of the failure modes on 10 selected general
purpose machines. The FMEA conducted according to the
procedures depicted in the Figure 1.

2. Problem Statement
The looming section of Bahir Dar Textile Share Company
with 178 loomsis expected to work for 4,272 hours a day.
This time is the total sum of machine hours for the 178
loom machines. However, currently it experiences an
average downtime of 1,653 hours daily, which is 38.69%
of*Corresponding
the daily working
time. As a result of this high
author Email address: tsehayezechu@gmail.com
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Fig. 1. FMEA procedure (Adopted from Rakesh et al., 2013)
The Bahir Dar Textile Share Company, one of the oldest
textile mills in Ethiopia, is founded in 1961 by the Italian
government as a war compensation to Ethiopia. Currently,
the company has a total capacity of producing 15 tons of
spin fiber, 50,000 meters of fabric, 82,000 meter squares
of finished fabric, and 10,000 pairs of garment products.
Production growth of any manufacturing company
depends on the efficiency in resource (production factors
such as human and capital) use and technical progress,
and this efficiency in resource use is referred to as
productivity (Kathuria et al., 2013). In a similar way,
Chad Syverson (2011) said that productivity is an
efficiency with which the input is converted into output
giving. Saying this, he gives an insight that the better uses
of resources play a great role in the improvement of
production which in its turn increases the sales and
productivity of companies.

5. Literature Review
The Textile industry is one of the earlier large-scale
economic activities that led the industrialization process
centuries ago in Ethiopia (FDRE MoI, 2017). Ethiopia’s
long history in textiles started in the year 1939 when Dire
Dawa Textile Factory, the first garment factory in
Ethiopia, was established (Alliance Experts, 2017).
Presently, the Ethiopian textile industry is the third largest
manufacturing industry, next to leather and beverage
industries and the main product of the sector is 100%
cotton textiles according toa report by the Ethiopian
Embassy in China (2017). Based on these facts, the
government of the federal democratic republic of
Ethiopian has given top priority for the development of
the textile sector and considers it to be a strategic sector
for export expansion and rapid industrial development
(FDRE MoI, 2017).
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Peekuri (2011), ffocusing to thhe reasons of production looss,
triied to give ann insight that the opposite of productivvity
caan be represennted by waste. Waste, of cou
urse, is the greeat
co
oncern of the m
managers for it needs, if no
ot eliminated, to
bee reduced in order to impprove productivity. Phusavvat
(2013) coinedd productivitty improvem
ment with tthe
b
competition, and statted
miinimization off wastes and better
thaat a higher prroductivity levvel implies a lower operatiing
co
ost.
Do
owntime, onee of the caauses of the deadly wasttes
(G
Grebelius et aal. 2011), is among
a
the facctors that retaard
productivity andd profitabilityy. Itcan be deffined as an eveent
thaat stops manuufacturing proccesses for a siignificant lenggth
off time and the stop events innclude machin
ne or equipmeent
faiilures, raw m
material shorrtages and ch
hangeover tim
me
(Subramaniam et.al, 2009). In other words, downtimee is
thee period whicch the process is off-line an
nd not produciing
an
ny products orr adding valuee to the produ
ucts. It can allso
bee called idle ttime, downtim
me, or off linee period. It iss a
co
ommon operaations and production
p
management kkey
peerformance iindicator (KP
PI). Production companiies
ob
bviously aim to reduce the amount of downtime inn a
production proccess or at thhe very least should able to
co
ontrol it to an aacceptable levvel and use it to
t the manageer's
ad
dvantage (Leannmanufacturee.net, 2017).
Seeveral tools caan be used too address dow
wntime problem
ms
an
nd Failure Moode Effect Analysis
A
(FME
EA) one amoong
theem. Accordinng to Prajapati (2012) an
nd Joshi et al.
(2014), FMEA was formally introduceed in the laate
19
940s for military usage by the US Armed Forc es.
Laater, it was used for aeerospace/rockeet developmeent
to avoid errorss in small sample sizes of costly rockket
MEA enabless the team to design thoose
tecchnology. FM
faiilures out of tthe system witth the minimu
um of effort aand
ressource expendditure, therebyy reducing deevelopment tim
me
an
nd costs. Prajaapati (2012) widens
w
his vision and tells thhat
FM
MEA is wideely used in manufacturin
ng industries in

6000

6.. Results And Discussion
Th
he following chart show
ws the relativ
ve downtime vs
prroduction losss based onn data recorded for thhree
co
onsecutive yeaars (2013/14 tto 20115/16). As can be seeen,
th
he downtimes in hours reccorded in the three years and
a
th
heir effect on
n the loss oof production
n in meters are
prroportional.

5610

5000
4000

n
vaarious phasess of the prodduct life cyccle and is now
in
ncreasingly fin
nding use in thhe service indu
ustry too.
Th
he Resource Engineering,
E
IInc. (2015) deefined FMEA
A as
a tool that (a) identifies
i
the relative riskss designed intoo a
prroduct or a pro
ocess, (b) initiiates an action
n to reduce thoose
rissks with high
hest potentiall impact, and
d (c) tracks the
reesults of the action plan in terms off risk reduction.
Moreover,
M
Josh
hi et.al (2014)) gave a detaiiled definitionn of
FM
MEA; it is a structured apprroach to:
• Evaluaate a process/pproduct to ideentify where and
a
how itt might fail
• Estimaate the risks of specific caauses associaated
with th
hese failures
• Assesss impact of theese failures
• Minim
mize the impacct and chance of these failuures
by taking the approppriate actions
• Identiffy parts/produucts in system
ms that majoorly
call fo
or a change
According
A
to th
he report of IIEEE (2014), minimizing the
lo
oss of production perrformance or
o performannce
deegradation is among the many objecttives of FME
EA
im
mplementation
n. Researcherss like (Kumar et.al, 2011) also
a
haave suggested
d its impleme
mentation as a tool to assuure
prroducts qualitty and as a m
means to imprrove operational
peerformance of
o the manuufacturing prrocess.Therefoore,
FM
MEA is very
y helpful in identifying and prioritiziing
reecorded failuree in relation too their causes and effects.
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i the looming
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Fig. 2 indicatess that with thee decrease in the
t downtime of
maachiness in thhe section resuults in the overall productiion
losss of the com
mpany. The resulting
r
loss-curve also liies
beetween the pllan and perfoormance curves of the PlaanPeerformance-Looss curve as can be seen in fig 3.

Hence,
H
the perrformance off the section is suffering not
n
on
nly being of much
m
lower thhan the plan but
b also less thhan
th
he loss. This condition
c
is inntolerable forr any productiion
co
ompany. A performance less than a plan can be
accceptable to so
ome extent, bbecause constrraints are alwaays
th
here in the lin
ne of productiion, but a perrformance muuch
leess than a loss is awesome aand worthy off urgent solutioon.
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Hence:
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Fig. 3. Prooduction Plan
n – Performancce - Loss curv
ve of the loom
m subsection
he above resullt is also validdated by actuaal observationn of
Th
thee looming settion and focussedd group diiscussions maade
by
y the authors experts and line
l
managerss. As a resultt, a

step by step process revisssion was made
m
before the
ap
pplication of the FMEA toool to reduce the downtime.
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faailure modes. While
W
there ar
are several sev
veral causes foor a
single failure mode,
m
the suubsquent alaly
ysis were maade
baased on the caauses of the ffailures. The resulting FME
EA
teemplated tablee result shows that eighteen potential cauuses
with
w seven poteential failure m
modes and fou
ur critical effeects
were
w identified in the loom ssection (Fig. 4 and Table 1).

Ap
pplication of FMEA of th
he Loom Section
In the application of FMEA, the potential failure moddes,
uses and contr
trol
theeir respective effects, theirr potential cau
meechanisms weeree fed in to an FMEA sheeet and the RP
PN
is calculated. T
Then, the ressults of the FMEA
F
sheet is
traanslated into graphical presentation.
However, thhis
p
rep
presentation iis only with respect to the causes of tthe

Taable 1
Ob
bservations onn the four vitaal causes of faiilure modes inn a single hou
ur
Results of tthe Observatio
ons (Seconds)
Obs
1

Obs
2

Obs
3

Obs
4

Obs
5

Obs
6

Obs
7

Obs
8

Obss
9

Obs
10

Average
DT
T (hrs)

Exccessive machine sspeed

62.0

118.0

31.0

56.0

48.0

86.0

73.0

61.0

144..
0

29.0

0
0.02

Lesss practice of elecctrical maintenancce strategy

64.7

64.7

64.7

64.7

64.7

64.7

64.7

64.7

64.7
7

64.7

0
0.02

Sho
ortage and non geeniunity of electriical spare parts

48.5

48.5

48.5

48.5

48.5

48.5

48.5

48.5

48.5
5

48.5

0
0.01

62.0

101.
0

62.0

74.0

51.0

29.0

11.0
0

85.0

0
0.02

P
Prioritized Causses

Poo
or strength of wefft cone yarn

33.0

45.0

Tottal

0.07

So
ource: Authorss data recordinng
Ass can be seenn in Fig. 5 sevveral failure modes
m
and thheir
ressepective effeects were idenntified. Moreov
ver, the varioous

faailure modes and their reespective con
ntribution to the
hiigher downtim
me of the sectio
ion were identtified.

Fig. 5. Failure modes-Effect- Cause diagram
m for the four priioritized causess

Pa
areto Analysiis
Paareto alalyis of the resultingg causes also result
r
in 20% of
thee causes of the failure modes
m
with high
h
RPNs thhat
co
ontribute moree than 50% off the RPN aree four, the effe
fect
beeing the downttime of the prrocess.
Fu
urther observaations of these vital few
w causes on tthe
loo
om machines were also maade and the ressults shown inn

he downtime hhours that caan be reducedd to
Taable 1. are th
th
he possible minimum w
with optimizeed efforts and
a
reesources.
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Table 2
Production gains and profitability from the reduction of downtime through FMEA implemention
Unit Cost
Total Cost
Unit Price
Total Sale
(ETB)
(ETB)
(ETB)
(ETB)
Saved production (m2)
2676.51

26.54

71,034.58

40.82

109,255.14

Unit Profit
(ETB)

Total Gross
Profit (ETB)

14.28

38,220.56
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System in the Life Care Product Manufacturing
Industry, International Journal of Engineering
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221.
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7. Production Gains And Cost Effectiveness
With a single machine experiencing 0.07hrs of reducible
downtime in a single operation hour on average due to the
four vital causes of the identified and prioritized failure
modes, it can be translated into the 24hrs working day of
the company (three shifts) and results in 1.68 hrs/day
(24hrs x 0.07). Therefore, the total downtime that can be
reduced from the 178 loom machines is calculated to be
299.04 hrs/day.
Hence, by saving 299.040 hrs/day downtime, the
company can produce 1,672.82 meters/day of additional
weaved fabric as the production rate of the section is
5.59meters/hr. The average width of the weaving section
products is 160centimeter (1.6meter). This reveals that the
saved production in m2 is 1672.82m x 1.6m= 2676.51 m2.
Therefore, by taking the present average unit cost of
fabric 26.54 ETB1 per m2 of fabric product and present
average unit price of fabric 40.82ETB per m2 of fabric
product, the total gross profit can be calculated as
indicated in table 2.
Therefore, from the table 2, it is clear that the case
company can gain a daily earning of ETB38,220.56 by
applying FMEA and taking actions on the 20% vital
causes of the failure modes. The resulting annual
production gain can also be calculated by simple
arithmetic assuming an average production of 300
working days in a year to an 11,466,168.00 ETB.
8. Conclusion
The findings of this paper, show that as a result of the
FMEA application in the weaving section of BDTSC, and
by taking approparate corrective actions on the 20% of the
causes of the failure modes that contribute more than 50%
of the RPNs, it is found that the section can gain a gross
profit of ETB11,466,168.00 annually. Therefore, the
company is recommended to apply FMEA in its several
section so as to reduce the high downtime in order to
enhance its production performance and maximize its
profit and be competitive in the market.
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